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Pierce [4] has developed a sheaf-theoretic representation of rings

and modules, which proves to be particularly useful in the study of

commutative regular rings. In the present paper we apply this repre-

sentation theory to the study of locally compact, totally disconnected

spaces. The central result is Theorem 2.1, which represents the sheaf

cohomology in terms of Ext's. In §4 we show that sheaf cohomology

and Cech cohomology coincide for the spaces under consideration,

and in §5 we show that there exists a wide class of totally disconnected

spaces with interesting cohomology.

We make the standing assumption that all rings have identity and

that all i?-moduIes are unitary left i?-modules.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we outline briefly and without

proofs the representation theory which is developed in [4, Part I].

All notation and terminology established here will be preserved

throughout the paper.

If R is an arbitrary ring, let B(R) denote the set of central idem-

potents of R, with the natural Boolean algebra structure:

(1.1) ei V e2 = ei + e2 — exe2,       ex f\ e2 - de2.

Let X(R) denote the maximal ideal space of 73(7?). Then X(R) is a

Boolean space, i.e., a compact, totally disconnected Hausdorff space.

For each eEB(R), let N(e) be the corresponding open-and-closed

subset of X(R). (N(e) is the set of maximal ideals not containing e.)

If 7 is any ideal of the Boolean algebra B(R), let 7-= {re\ rER, eEl}-

Then I~ is an ideal of the ring R.

Let A be any i?-module. For each MEX(R), let &M be the abelian

group A/M'A. Let &(A) be the disjoint union U{ dM: MEX(R)}.

For each aEA, define a function r„: X(R)—>a(A) by letting ra(M)

be the coset of a in A/M"A. The sets Ta(N(e)), aEA, eEB(R), form

a basis for a topology on ñ(A), and with this topology Q(A) is a sheaf

of abelian groups over X(R). In the special case A=R, we write

(ñ(R) instead of Ct(i?), and ar instead of rr. Then (R(i?) is a sheaf of
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rings, and the natural P/Af--module structure on A/M~A induces

an (R(F)-Module structure on ft04).

Theorem 1.1 (Pierce). Let R be a ring and let A be an R-module.

(i) The mapping r—*e, is a ring isomorphism between R and

Y(X(R), (R(P)). (ii) The mapping a—yra is an abelian group isomor-

phism between A and Y(X(R), &(A)). (iii) Tra = o;Ta, for each

r£P, a£^4. (iv) 7/ (¡>: A—*B is an R-homomorphism, there exists a

unique Gi(R)-homomorphism <p0: ft04)—>ft(F), such that <po o T0=T^(a),

for each aEA. (v) The correspondences A—>ft04), </>—x£o define an

equivalence between P-mod, the category of R-modules, and (ft(F)-Mod,

the category of (ñ(R)-Modules.

2. The isomorphism theorem. An ideal of a ring R is regular if it is

generated by central idempotents. For each regular ideal /, let

U[J] =U {N(e) | e£/fYB(P)}. It is straightforward to check [4] that

the mapping J-^U[j] is an isomorphism from the lattice of regular

ideals of R to the lattice of open subsets of X(R).

Theorem 2.1. Let A be an R-module and let J be a regular ideal of R.

Then, for each wï:0, Extß(J, A) and Hn(U[j]; Q(A)) are naturally

isomorphic*

The proof will be given in the next section.

Lemma 2.2. Let eEB(R), aEA. Then ea = 0 if and only if ra\ N(e)
= 0.

Proof. Observe that <r«| N(e)-i, and <re\ (X(R) -N(e)) =0. Hence

<r«ra = 0 if and only if ra| N(e) =0. The desired result now follows from

Theorem 1.1, (ii), (iii).

Lemma 2.3. For each /£HoniB(/, A), there exists a unique section

0(f)EY(U[j], a(A)) suchthat

(2.1) 6(f) | N(e) = r,w | N(e)

for each eEJr\B(R).

Proof. 6(f) is defined locally by (2.1). Since the sets N(e) form an

open cover of Z7[j], we need only check that the sections r/(ei) and

r/(e,) agree on N(ei)(^N(e2), whenever ei and e2 are in Ji\B(R). Now

eie2(f(eî)—f(et))=0; hence t/(„j_/(e,)| N(eie2) =0, by Lemma 2.2. But

N(eie2)=N(ei)r\N(e2), and the required identity now follows from

Theorem 1.1 (ii).

2 To be more precise we should write Hn(U[j];d(.A)\ U[j]), where Q,(A)\ U[j]is

regarded only as a sheaf of abelian groups.
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Lemma 2.4. The mapping 6: HomR(J, A)->T(U[j], a(A)) is an

abelian group isomorphism.

Proof. Using (2.1) and Theorem 1.1 (ii), we see that 6 is a homo-

morphism. Moreover, Lemma 2.2 implies that 0 is one-to-one. To

show that 6 is onto, let sET(U[j], &(A)) be arbitrary. For each

eEJ(^B(R), let f(e) denote the unique element of A such that

T/(e)=<re5. Using Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.1, one can easily verify

the relations

(2.2) ef(e)=f(e),       eif(e2) = erf(et)

for e, ei, e2EJC\B(R). Using (2.2) several times, one checks that if

riei = r2e2, (riER), then nf(ei)=r2f(e2). It follows that the function

/: JC\B(R)-+A can be extended to a unique i?-homomorphism

/: /—*A. Clearly 6(f) =s, and the proof is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Throughout this section, J is a fixed

regular ideal of a ring R. For each i?-module A, let 8a: Hom;¡(7, A),

-+T(U[j], d(A)) be the isomorphism constructed in Lemma 2.3.

Let A and B be i?-modules, and let (pEüomR(A, B). It is easily

checked, using (2.1) and Theorem 1.1 (iv), that the following diagram

commutes:

6a
HomB(7, A) -» T(U[J], a(A))

(3.1) | e I
HomB(7, B) 4 T(U[J], a(B))

where the vertical arrows are the homomorphisms induced by <f> and

<po, respectively.

We now regard HomR(J, ) and r(Z7[j], ffi( )) as covariant func-

tors from i?-mod to g, the category of abelian groups. Lemma 2.4 and

the above diagram provide a natural equivalence 6 between these

functors. The rest of the proof is essentially a formality. The simplest

approach is to use the following three properties of the sheaf cohomol-

ogy of a space X, which are verified in [2, Proposition 3.2.1 ] :

(i) The system of functors H"(X; )nao forms an exact d-functor

from 9X> the category of sheaves of abelian groups over X, to g.

(ii) H°(X;   )=T(X,   ).
(iii) HP(X;   ) is effaceable, for each p>0.

Now the functors A-+a(A), from i?-mod to (R(R)-Mod, and a(A)

-+a(A)\U[j], from  (ft(i?)-Mod to g^'-", are both exact.  Conse-

quently, the system of functors Hn(U[j]; Ct( ))„a0 forms an exact

3-functor from i?-mod to g. Now let p>0. We shall show that the
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functor Hp(U[j]; ft( )) is effaceable. Let A be an arbitrary P-mod-

ule, and let Q be an injective module containing A. Then Ct(Q) is

injective (by Theorem 1.1 (v)), and hence flabby. But then ft(Q) | U[j]

is flabby, so that H'(U[j] ; ft«?)) =0. It now follows from [2, Propo-

sition 2.2.1] that the sequence Hn(U[j]; ft( ))„>o is a universal

ô-functor from P-mod to 9- But Extß(/, )„äo also is a universal

3-functor, again by [2, Proposition 2.2.1]. Therefore the natural

equivalence 6: Ext °B(J, )—+Ha(U[j] ; ft( )) can be extended (uniquely)

to an equivalence of d-functors. In particular Extß(/, ) and

Hn(U[j]; ft( )) are naturally equivalent functors, for each w = 0.

4. Cech cohomology groups. A Hausdorff space X will be called a

Stone space if it is locally compact and totally disconnected. Equiva-

lently, X is an open subset of a Boolean space.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Stone space, and let Qbe a sheaf of abelian

groups over X. Then, for each w^O, Hn(X; ft) and Hn(X: ft) are nat-

urally isomorphic. Moreover, if °\x. is any cover of X consisting of com-

pact open sets, the natural map: 77"(CU; ft)—*Hn(X; ft) is an isomor-

phism, for each « S 0.

Proof. Let 11 be an arbitrary compact open cover of X. We first

show that the sequence 77n(cU; )nio forms a universal d-functor from

9X to g. Again, we apply [2, Proposition 2.2.1]. Suppose

0 -» ft -* (B -> e -> 0

is an exact sequence in gx. Then, for each Í7£CU., the induced se-

quence

0 -* T(U; ft) ->■ T(U; <B) -* T(U; e) -» 0

is exact [4, Theorem 7.7]. It follows that the sequence of cochain

complexes

0 ->■ C(lt; ft) -* C(ni; (B) -^ C^U; C) -» 0

is exact. The long exact sequence of cohomology now shows that

JPn(cll; )näo forms an exact d-functor. It remains to be shown that

H"^; ) is effaceable for ¿>>0. If ft£gx, let 5 be the first term of the

canonical flabby resolution of ft. Then ft is a subsheaf of SF, and

Ti'OU; 30=0, for p>0, [6, p. 106, Lemma 2], Hence 77*011; ) is
effaceable.

Now suppose V is a compact open cover which refines It. The

natural transformation 77°(CU; )—*H°(V; ) is an equivalence, since

both these functors are naturally equivalent to Y(X, ),  [6, p. 106,
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Lemma 3]. Then, since the natural transformations ¿//"(it; )

—>77n(TJ; ) obviously form a morphism of d-functors, they must all

be equivalences. The second statement in the theorem now follows,

since X has arbitrarily fine compact open covers. We now know that

Hn(X; )n¡£o is a universal 3-functor. Since H°(X; ) and T(X, )

agree, the functors Hn(X; ) and Hn(X; ) must be naturally equiva-

lent, for each w ̂  0. Q.E.D.

5. Examples. Recall that the sheaf dimension (or cohomologi-

cal dimension) of a space X is the sup of the integers n, such that

there exists ßGgx, with H"(X; d)^0. The following result, which

depends on a theorem of Kaplansky [3], provides an easy method

of obtaining Stone spaces with nontrivial cohomology:

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a Stone space. Then sheaf dim X = 0 if and

only if X isa disjoint union of compact open sets.

Proof. Suppose X is the disjoint union of a collection 11 of compact

open sets. Then 77p(ll; Ct)=0, for each p>0 and each ßGgx. by

[l, II, 5.12]. Therefore sheaf dim X = 0, by Theorem 4.1. Conversely,

suppose sheaf dim X = 0. Let X* be the one-point compactification

of X. Let R be the Boolean ring corresponding to X*, and let J be

the ideal corresponding to X. Then, for each i?-module A and each

p>0, Ext|(7, A) ^H"(X; Q,(A))=0, i.e., J is projective. But then /

is a direct sum of principal ideals, by [3, Theorem 4]; hence X is a

disjoint union of compact open sets.

Example 5.2. Let X be the space of ordinals less than the first

uncountable ordinal, with the order topology. Then X is not a disjoint

union of compact open sets.3 Hence sheaf dim XVO.

Example 5.3.4 Let 5 be a countable discrete space, and let T be an

uncountable discrete space. Let SKJ {p} and TVJ {q) be the one-

point compactificationsof these spaces. Let X = (SW {p)) X(TVJ {q})

— {(P< S)} • Then sheaf dim A'VO, since X is not normal, and hence

not paracompact.5 Now let 11 be the compact open cover of X con-

sisting of the sets {s\ X(TKJ{q}), s ES, together with the sets

(Syj{p}) X{t], tET. Any three distinct sets in 11 have empty inter-

section. It follows from [l, II, 5.12] that sheaf dim X = l.

' It is well known that X is not paracompact, and a disjoint union of compact

open sets is obviously paracompact. In fact, it can be shown that a Stone space is

paracompact if and only if it is a disjoint union of compact open sets.

4 This example was suggested by Professor E. A. Michael.

« In fact, it can be shown that Hl(X; Zi)^0.
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Example 5.4. Let a be any infinite ordinal, and let P be the product

of Ka copies of the two-point discrete space {0, l}. Let X be the

space obtained by deleting a single point from P. Let R be the

Boolean ring corresponding to P, and let J be the ideal corresponding

to X. Then J has infinite projective dimension [5]; hence sheaf

dim X = =o.
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